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We always welcome mail to the Tom of Finland Foundation. 

WOW! WHAT A WEEKEND!

3 DAYS OF EROTIC ART!

It was a grand gathering of erotic artists and their aficionados. They
came from as far away as Japan, the Slovak Republic, Croatia and
Switzerland and also from as close as our nearest neighbors, Mexico
and Canada. They came from New York, Key West, Chicago, New
Orleans, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Seattle, San Francisco. They
even came from Long Beach, Pasadena and Beverly Hills.

The opening event was a mixer Friday evening at the Foundation's
California-Craftsman-style headquarters. Nearly 200 pieces of the
two thousand-plus permanent collection of original art were on



display, highlighting the Scott O'Hara Collection. Meeting one
another for the first time, (or in some cases, for the first time since
last year's Weekend) the artists, collectors and Foundation members
socialized over fancy hors d'oeuvres while checking out the archives
and the memorabilia-packed studio/bedroom where Tom of Finland
himself used to work. "If I had to go home after just tonight," said
the Montreal artist Dyve, "I would feel that the whole trip was worth
it!"

Saturday was a full day. For those staying at the official hotel, they could start at the hospitality suite for
coffee, Danish and a look at the small but succinct "History of Erotic Art" exhibit. The Fair itself started at
noon and after a calamitous beginning it was a serious selling day. Almost all the 54 artists on display sold at
least something and eight of them passed the $1000 mark Champ was Beau, whose sales easily took the top
spot, perhaps because he had shown the business acumen of hiring model Jeremy Webb as an eye-catching
nude advertisement in his booth, though his talented work and excellent prices might've had something to do
with it.

ABOVE LEFT: This oil-on-paper work of a popular artist's model was offered by BEAU, who was easily
the most financially successful artist of the Weekend -- maybe because he hired one of his nude models to
tend his sales booth with him? Could this start a trend at next year's Weekend? BELOW RIGHT: John
Levesque and Tom Packard posed tirelessly for sketch artists. Photo: Tim Drewitt 

Other nude models were being sketched by artists (including Miguel Angel
Reyes, Valentine and Beau) while the crowd watched and Woody Miller, a
nudist as well as erotic artist from San Francisco, manned his booth in his
natural state. Add in the slide shows -- Bruce of LA presented by John
Sonsini and S&M photo- graphy by Mark I. Chester -- and there was plenty
besides the art itself to entertain those who attended.

Many of the biggest names in homoerotic art were present -- the Hun, Leon,
Michael Kirwan, and, for the first time in America, Julius. Photography was
well represented with first-time exhibitors like Roland Bynum and David
Grinnell plus well-known names like Victor Arimondi, David Sprigle and
Jeff Palmer. Sculpture had Kira Od's bronzes, Wim Griffith's steel cut-outs
and April Shelby's adorably perverted little faeries and fauns.

As if the Fair was not enough for one day, the sold-out dinner that night was a conspicuous success (except
for the teeny entree) with almost no speechifying and even the dessert was erotic -- a cake accurately
reproducing a Tom of Finland drawing in full color in icing, compliments of Board member Mike Goldie. A
few intrepid souls hit the bars after the dinner wound down.

Sunday began with a symposium. Bill Schmeling (the Hun), Kira Od (sculpture), Victor Arimondi



(photography) and Douglas McClermont (editor of Honcho) gave all-too-brief commentaries on censorship
and the business of erotic art. The Indoor/Outdoor Sale was very lightly attended with more schmoozing than
selling. The hot dogs and beer, and the performance art rapping by Kennon at the Tom of Finland Gallery
opening ended the day and the Weekend with a bang. Like all sequels, Erotic Art Weekend #2 had to face
comparison with #1 which it did so successfully that the dates for Weekend #3 are already set. it will be a
slightly earlier weekend next year: October 17, 18, 19, 1997.

By e-mail, one of our loyal members looked back on his weekend in sunny Los Angeles from the midst of
26 inches of snow and wrote -- "I came back with a number of fantastic memories as well as a number of
superb artworks. I look forward to coming down again next year."

3RD BI-ANNUAL EMERGING EROTIC ARTIST CONTEST

WHO WILL WIN IN 1997?

It's hard to believe that it's that time again already! How come a bi-annual contest seems to come around twice
a year?

This year's contest will have a number of changes, starting with a shift in the categories themselves from
content (single figure, etc.) to theme (Explicit, Humorous, etc.) with photography still in a category of its
own. Also, to cut down on the volume of work for the judges this year, we are forced to limit each artist to
two entries instead of three.

Many of the rules do remain the same, including the opening and closing dates -- Valentine's Day and
Halloween respectively -- but with numerous minor alterations, any artist who wishes to enter the contest this
year must send for a new rules sheet/entry form because last year's is no longer valid for 1997.

The contest is open to anyone except previous winners and professional erotic artists. By 'professional' is
meant that the artist receives income through the sale or use of erotic art. Since the foremost reason the
Foundation sponsors this contest is to encourage artists to share their erotic work, it would not be fair to ask
them to face competition from those who are already established in the field. For established artists, we have
the Erotic Gallery By Mail (see article page 2).

For all the rest of you, get out your drawing pencils, but first call, write, fax or e-mail us and get your 1997
Contest Entry Sheet today!

LAST CHANCE TO BUY THE FIRST WORKS OFFERED

Gradually, as the Gallery releases new issues every 4 months, each one offering
24 new works, the unsold work in the earlier issues remains available for purchase



only for a limited amount of time. Although there are still a number of pieces
unsold from the very first issue, including a Rex and two Hun works, these must
be returned to their owners eventually and that time is approaching.

Consequently, Issue #1 is already no longer available for backorder by
subscribers. Those who already have the issue have only until the end of February,
1997, to make any final offers for purchase after which time those works at those
prices will not be offered through the Gallery. Also, as of the first of March, Issue
#2 will no longer be available for backorder. The unsold works in its pages will
cease to be available even to subscribers who have the issue as of June.

LEFT: Last call for 'Herman the German,' by the Hun.

JAN LYNCH -- Dying in A Public Place

Perhaps the all-time favorite front page
of the Foundation Dispatch is Spring
1995, featuring a picture set taken by
Knoxville photographer Jan Lynch of
Jack and Tom, who won that year's

International Master and Slave
Contest. Lynch's fotografie verite style
gave the old cliche 'stopped by a horny
cop' a riveting freshness. At the time
he took the shots, Jan had full-blown

AIDS.

The disease finally took Jan this past
November. It was appropriate that his

final days were a public event,
unflinchingly reported in local papers

by his friend Ed White, because a
dominant motif of his work (and title
of one of his exhibitions) was being

'Naked in Public.' Jan loved posing his
nudes in unexpectedly exposed
locations -- college campuses,

construction sites, street corners. Even
when the location was not public, he

captured moments that seem
unfeigned and unposed before the



camera lens, a less-literal take on both
being 'naked' and being 'public.'

Not photographing nudes seriously
until 1989, Jan had less than 7 years at

it. It is a tribute to his spirit and his
talent to see how much superb work

he managed in that time and a
heartache to think what he could have

done with a normal lifespan.

LEFT: Tom Nude in Public Park
1993 and RIGHT: Melvin --1992.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

ALL IN A NAME!

When Tom and I created the Foundation, it was five years after we had started our money-making company
together. We called it the Tom of Finland Foundation since we were documenting and preserving Tom's
work, and exclusively his work, in those beginning years. We never thought that its having nearly the same
name as the Tom of Finland Company would be a problem.

As time went on, it became apparent that the public had a hard time separating which aspects and activities
were part of the Foundation and which belonged to the profit-making company. That was partly because the
Company that Tom and I owned together was the acting parent of the Foundation, especially in the early
years. The Foundation would have found it very slow going if the Company had not done all sorts of things
to promote it. The first people to receive information on the Foundation were the customers of the Company
mailing list and it was through the Company's distribution system that Foundation Retrospectives and other
books were sold (and still are) since the Foundation didn't (and doesn't) have the staff to handle such an
endeavor.

Gradually, the Foundation grew more self-sufficient, naturally moving into its own space, getting its own
phone, fax and p.o. box. Thus it came of age. Nonetheless, the Company still does what it can to support the
Foundation in its goals, which have now expanded to include all erotic artists. We share an Internet Website,
for instance.

Understandably, today many people still think that the Foundation and the Company are the same. The Board
of Directors would like to see the confusion cleared up. Beyond the frequent misconception that all
foundations are rich, some people think our Foundation must be very prosperous indeed since they
mistakenly think it owns a commercial mail-order and publishing business.



The Tom of Finland Foundation is a non-profit educational art organization specializing in documenting and
collecting erotic art. We work at educating the public on the merits of erotic art; we support and encourage
artists, professional and non, in the development of their work. We publish certain books on erotic art. To date
they include: on the work of Tom of Finland, Retrospectives I and II plus the Berlin Exhibition Book and, on
other artists, the survey book of the first Emerging Erotic Artist Contest. The Foundation receives royalties
from Taschen book publishers for the permission to print their monograph book on Tom of Finland. Also the
Foundation receives royalties for other licenses such as Ata-boy magnets and Alice in Rubberland stamps.
The Tom of Finland Company and the Foundation frequently share the royalties generated from projects the
Company sets up with licensees -- for instance the new line of Tom of Finland clothing (see the article
below).

Confusing? It's not too surprising. Aside from the similarity of name, the Foundation is in many ways the
offspring of the mail order and publishing Company which did so much, and still does what it can, to help the
Foundation grow big and strong.

So, even though our intentions are worthy, we still have a problem with the confusion of where one institution
ends and the other begins. How to differentiate the Foundation from the Company in the eyes of the public? It
would be unfair to request the Company, which has been in existence prior to the Foundation, to change its
name, but does that mean the Foundation should change its? We love Tom of Finland, the man and his art,
and his collection is the core of the Foundation's archives. But maybe it's time to change our working name or
usage name to something more inclusive, for instance, maybe the International Museum and Library of Erotic
Art, Inc.?

Thus I am coming to you, our loyal public, and asking you to let me know what you think about this dilemma
and what suggestions you may have both for and against the various solutions to this situation. Please write to
me.

Sincerely,
Durk Dehner, President

DRESSED TO THRILL

TOM OF FINLAND GETS HIS OWN LINE

Finally, you can dress hot and at the same time help the Foundation's goals!
The New York Times announced the March 1 advent of the new label 'Tom of
Finland Clothing,' licensed by a NYC design group. Pants, coats, shirts, even
swim suits, are all based on those worn by lumberjacks, cowboys and
leathermen drawn by Tom of Finland. The artist himself actually did design
outfits for himself and others to wear, especially during his salad days in the
forties and fifties.



Classy as well as sexy, some of the articles are from a factory that also does
Versace, but don't fear for your wallet; prices will be moderate at about $75 for
a pair of jeans. For a sneak preview, see Out magazine for February. The line
will eventually bring in needed royalties for the Foundation. However, at first
items will be available only in limited quantities, so to be the first in your

crowd to dress in authentic Tom of Finland duds, call Tim Ranney at 212.529.4130 for the store nearest you!
PHOTO CAPTION: Tom's life-long fascination with clothing becomes a retail reality March 1.

ERRATA: OOPS, WE GOOFED!

And not once but twice! In the final aligning of the Summer Dispatch for the printers, the last lines of two
articles disappeared. The first, in the 'Up 'N' Cummin' listings on the last page, was just the fax number for the
Foundation which could be found at the top of the same page, but the other goof was major in that it was the
ending of the article of quotes from photographer Tom Bianchi's little treatise In Defense of Beauty, the last
lines of which we reprint here.

We have been given the gift of being co-creators. As a verse from the Veda says: What you see, you become.

-- Tom Bianchi,
In Defense Of Beauty, Crown Publishers, 1995

BE THE FOUNDATION'S EYES

Of the decade from the late 40s to the late 50s, the Foundation has but half a dozen drawings by Tom of
Finland. He did literally hundreds in that period but time, theft, paranoia and Tom's own open-handed
generosity has made even reproductions of them rare indeed. If in your own archives or when searching
through old magazines and books, you come across what you think just might be an undocumented Tom,
please send a copy along to us. Even if we already have an image of it, it could well be that the one you find is
superior in quality.

Where did we find this one? In a copy of Scan, an English physique magazine published in the late fifties, an
excellent place to search.



OLD NEW

LEFT: the old image we had in the files - dirty, out of focus and cropped at the top and bottom. RIGHT:
Even in this tiny reproduction, the new version shows his dimples and other details nearly invisible before.
Note the style because this is a typical Tom's Man from the 50s -- slimmer, younger, with longer neck and
narrower face, boyish rather than manly.

IN MEMORIAM

An employee of the Tom of Finland Company, Joel Anderson, has been the Foundation's computer expert
for the last couple of years, designing a new comprehensive program for the Foundation's data base.

The 38-year-old man was killed in a pedestrian accident on Sunday December 8. He will be missed by us all.

IT'S YOUR FOUNDATION! JOIN NOW!

Available This Year Only

YOURS ALONE!

Nobody but you, a member that joins or re-ups between June 1996 -June
1997, gets the foundations black cotton twill



Baseball Cap
with our flying cock emblem embroidered in silver red and gold!

Special Bonus

To celebrate the 40th anniversary of the first published Tom of Finland drawing we've created a
commemorative print and it's only available to you Foundation Members during 1997!

All three ranks get the hat and the print.

Recruits ($35) also get a 10% discount (only on foundation merchandise). 
Seamen ($100) get a 15% discount and our Emerging Erotic Artists  book. 

Commanders ($250) Get our Badge Pin in sterling silver and a 20% discount. 

All members receive membership card, a year of the Dispatch, and invitations to special events in their area.
New members also get a compilation of earlier Dispatches.

JOIN UP NOW!

DISPATCH is the quarterly house organ for the TOM of FINLAND FOUNDATION Editor: Valentine
Hooven. Contributors: Durk Dehner, Tim Drewitt.

 Return to the Tom of Finland Foundation Home Page 

© 1997 Tom of Finland Foundation
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